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Introduction:  Homochirality, or even large enan-

tiometric excesses in amino acids, sugars, or larger 
molecules formed from those constituents (e.g. pro-
teins) are generally considered to be signs of biogenic 
origin.   

Detection of enantiomeric excesses by optical 
means may facilitate remote methods for targeting in 
situ sample collection, or for placing sample collection 
sites in context.  Elastic-scattering (i.e., linear) optical 
methods based on circular dichroism spectroscopy or 
differential scattering of orthogonal circular polariza-
tions typically require very high abundances and enan-
tiomeric excesses to produce a small signal (see, for 
example, [1]). 

By contrast, methods based on second-order non-
linear optical spectroscopy display sensitivity to abun-
dances of chiral molecules several orders of magnitude 
larger than linear methods [2].  Moreover, such meth-
ods respond specifically to chiral molecules at inter-
faces, rather than in bulk materials – this is of special 
interest because of the tendency for microbes to be 
found on surfaces in nature.   

Toward Detection Limits:  The existing literature 
on nonlinear second order methods to probe chiral 
molecules at interfaces is concerned primarily with the 
derivation of information on molecular structure, rather 
than on detection limits.   

Here we reanalyze published data on chiral second-
harmonic generation involving organic molecules on 
surfaces to derive estimates of sensitivity of detection 
which might be expected.  We compare those esti-
mated sensitivities with observed detection sensitivies 
for non-organic compounds containing strongly po-
larizable (i.e., nonlinearly active) bonds which we have 
established using the related method of sum-frequency 
generation.   
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